
PRODUCTIVITY ANALYTICS

People-Based Insight That Matters

Omnicontext™ Productivity Analytics combines user activity
data from a multitude of sources, giving companies insights
into work culture and effi  ciency.

Productivity Analytics reveals how 
employees use tools, time and resources, 
which work and communication patterns 
are productive and which are not.

With Omnicontext™, businesses can 
make decision-making based on facts 
rather than feelings or assumptions.

Omnicontext™ helps understand 
the relationships that drive company’s 
business - by identifying communities, 
workfl ows and communication patterns 
across geographies, divisions, internal 
and external organizations.
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Culture of Analytics

Make Organizational Intelligence 
exact science by switching from 
surveys to Productivity Analytics.

WWW.HYPERSOFT.COM

Employee time is the most 
valuable resource

The concept

Understand how working time is used, 
capture collaboration habits, use this 
knowledge to improve productivity.

 



Personal Analytics to Know Yourself

Omnicontext™ Individual productivity metrics can be 
confi dentially and securely presented to any user and 
compared to averages and objectives for the company.

Daily achievements could be easily viewed on all
types of devices and shared with colleagues if desired.

Personal Analytics gives motivated employees a new 
way to work, when they drive their self-improvement 
themselves and not through control by their managers. Hypersoft Information Systems
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HOW OMNICONTEXT™ PRODUCTIVITY ANALYTICS WORKS

 

Whatever the activities are, Productivity Analytics structures 
the data and makes daily work patterns clearly visible in the 
form of daily, weekly, monthly reports as well as real-time 
notifi cations sent to the user.

Employees benefi t from the deeper understanding of their 
working style, executives see the big picture of successful 
habits and encourage them throughout the company.

Productivity Analytics reports can be aggregated and ano-
nymized if required by business policies.

WE MAKE SUCCESS MEASURABLE FOR PROFESSIONALS, 
TEAMS, AND ORGANIZATIONS

The data collection agents gather informa-
tion from many data sources. These include 
company computer systems, cloud services 
such as Microsoft Offi  ce 365, or even laptops 
and mobile devices. 

All data are integrated and analyzed with 
state-of-the-art algorithms to produce in-
sight on the time spent on e-mail and phone 
communication, meetings, usage of business 
software applications and social media, trav-
elling and browsing the Web.
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